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Guidance to National Coordinators

• Dissemination of the Findings of the 2016 Evaluation of ASPnet: Data, examples, assessment, recommendations (in 6 UN languages)

• Guide for the Use of the ASPnet Logo (in English, French, Spanish and Arabic)

• Tutorial for the use of Online Tool OTA (in English, French, Spanish and Arabic)

• Regular information through National Coordinators email list

• Contribution to over 25 National ASPnet Meetings
Resources and materials for schools and teachers

Published in English, French, Spanish, Arabic

Disseminated UNESCO Guides and materials on GCED and ESD
Activities and projects

✓ Project on Whole-School Approach to Climate Change, funded by Japan:
  262 Schools in 25 countries, reaching over 200,000 students and 12,700 teachers

✓ Global Arts Contest on Refugees “Open your hearts, Open your minds”
  16 Schools awarded at UNESCO HQ Ceremony

✓ 22 Participation Programme Requests for ASPnet approved (330,000 US$)

✓ Proposals and Resources for the Celebration of 12 International Days
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International collaboration and exchange

- Over 100 ASPnet Teachers, students and National Coordinators presented their work in international UNESCO events on:
  - Climate Change (COP 21 and 22)
  - School Violence and Bullying
  - Peace and Sustainable Development: the Role of Education
  - Girls’ and women's education in STEM

- Consultation Meeting on new Guide for National Coordinators

- International trainings of trainers for 25 country teams on Whole-School approach to Climate Change

- International Conference on the contribution of ASPnet to SDG 4 and Education 2030, hosted by China
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Outlook for 2018-2019

✓ Orientation Course for new National Coordinators
✓ Technical support for use of new NC Guide at country level
✓ Helpdesk and training modules on OTA
✓ Expansion of OTA to foster thematic collaboration
✓ Global Annual ASPnet Reports, with facts and figures
✓ Collection of best practices on Target 4.7
✓ Technical Support to organisation of Regional ASPnet Meetings
Highlights of the new Guide for ASPnet National Coordinators

Outlook for 2018-2019

With extra-budgetary funds from China:

✓ Capacity building Workshops for National Coordinators and Teachers in Africa
✓ Global GCED Project
✓ Meeting of ASPnet Teacher Training Institutions
✓ International Student Forum
✓ Exchange through OTA, study visits and videoconferencing
✓ Staff support to Unit for ASPnet
For more information
https://aspnet.unesco.org/